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Q: Mr. Bailey, could we start by learning something about you. I'd like

a little biographical information: where you were born, where you grew

up, something about your family.

JB: I was born in 1925 in Portland, Maine, grew up in Maine, went to school

there until~42. I did my senior year of high school at Westtown School in

Pennsylvania, near Philadelphia, a Quaker boarding school. My family

are friends so I'm what is called a "birthright" Quaker. I graduated

from Westtown in 1943 in the midst of World War II. I was clear that I

was going to take a conscientious objector position with regard to the

dr.af't and wrestled with myself as to what the specific position should

be. My brother was already having a very bad experience in a Civilian

Conservation camp as a CO and my attempt was to get an agricultural

deferment and work on a farm in Illinois. I spent a year there, the year

1943/1944, working for a Quaker family farm in De Ka1b, Illinois. At the

end of the year my deferment was turned down. It took a year for the

wheels to grind but I was denied a deferment and therefore had to make a

decision about what to do next and decided at that point then to take
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what was called the "lAO position" going into the Army Medical Corps and

fulfilling my obligation in that way_ So I was drafted in October of 1944

and spent two years in the Army l1edical Corps. I was trained, as all of

the so-called Army Service Forces did training of their own service per

sonnel, I was trained in Cook ani Baker's School in Camp Barclay in Abilene,

Texas, and completed my basic training by the spring of 1945 and was then

sent to the Philippines in the spring of 1945, arrived in the Philippines

and wa,s assigned to {General Dougla~/ MacArthur's Headquarters in Manila

in July o£ 1945.

Q: Could I ask, before we hear more about Manila, the Philippines and how

MacArthur looked from where you were, a little bit more about your interests

as Cl high school student? Had you had much interest in world history or

international affClirs, much reason to be concerned about East Asia, China

or Ja,pan or Europe, for that matter?

JB: No, I had no background at all on Asia and I certainly have no particular

memory of any orientation either to world affairs or to history as a high

school student. By the time I got to college I did, but that came later.

My' £amtly had, Clsmembers o£ the Society of Friends, had a world outlook

that Was certainly not the typical small town family outlook. My grand

£ather had worked £or the American Friends Service Committee with the

£eeding 0.£ children in Germany after World \:Jar I. My father had also

gone into Ameri,can;Friends Service Commi,ttee work in France building

houses in the post-World War I period. My mother had worked for the

American ';Friends Service Committee in Philadelphia.. So that actually

any" international orientation would have been European, with France or
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Germany as the locus. And I can remember that kind of conversation

and stories about experiences and that sort of thing at home.

Q: You were very young when the Depression struck America and I wondered if

that had any particularly disastrous effect upon your family and if you

were politically aware or conscious at all how you felt about President

/Franklin D~I Roosevelt and the things that he was doing to try to find

solutfons to the economic problems of the country. Or was that something

that wasn't particularly part of your consciousness?

JB: No, I was aware of it in terms of kind of socioeconomic terms and it

certainly had a very significant impact on the family because my father

had been employed in the family business in Portland, Maine, and that

business was sold as a result of the Depression.And he became really

unemployed and worked for a time again for the American Friends Service

Committee in some relief work in West Virginia in the coal fields where

unemployment was very serious. So he spent some months, maybe as much

as a year in 1932/1933 down there. Then the family had another at least

five years of very severe economic, a very hard economic time of it, with

unemployment or inadequate income. My own personal memory of the worst

situation that we found ourselves in was where my father was working away

from home at anything he could get. And I can remember one period of

about three days when the only thing we had to eat was molasses and water

and the question was when any kind of money was going to be available.

That doesn't mean that we were starving or in what would now be called

"dixe economic straits," but we certainly were pinched and that was a

dramatic experience for me. My mother's family were farmers in Brunswick,

Maine, and I had a lot of experience working on the farm and being in that
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kind of an environment. And there was a family sense of obligation about

relatives in that farming context that meant that we were very often the

recipients of family relief 6f food and other things from the uncles. So

there was that sort of thing. On the other hand, my uncles were very

strong and conservative Republicans and quite bitter in their hatred of

the Roosevelt regime and sure that he was leading us to destruction and

disaster. And so in political terms, there was that kind of context. I

know my own family were not of that turn of mind, but my family were not

at all involved, were not politicized in the contemporary sense of that

term.

Q; Returning to 1945, I wonder what it was like for you arriving in Manila

in 19A5, the f;irst time out of the United States and off in the Pacific.

And the war had not quite ended?

JB; Right. Yes, well, I'd cooked on a troop ship from San Francisco via

Eniwetok to Manila, and that was an experience in itself, not totally

unpleasant but certainly it wasn't a joy ride. But arrival in Manila

was certainly a shock to anyone fresh from the United States because

Manila had been £'ought over by that time twice if not three times, shelled

by artillery' of both American and Japanese forces, and I suppose bombed as

well~ But since so many of the buildings in Manila were presumably

earthquake.-proof, reinforced concrete, it was a twisted mass of rubble

atop buildings and having been fought over by ground forces as well, you

could wander almost anywhere around the edges or through Manila in the

ruins and stumble over bodies of dead soldiers and the putrifying remains

of the war. So it was a very depressing place to be and on top of that,
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equally depressing in human terms was not just the poverty and the

troubles of the local population, but the bad relationships between

GI's and Filipinos. It was really in hindsight that I became dramatically

aware of this because by the time I got to Japan and saw how GI's and

Japanese got along, you looked back on the Philippines here where we

had been with our "friends" and it was just one succession of violent

acts and discrimination and badmouthing by the GI's. I had very little

contact with the civilian population in Manila, even though our barracks-

we were living in tents--were in the middle of the city as part of

}~acArthllr's headquarters there or GHQ {General Headquarter~/. We were

not forbidden to fraternize in any kind of sweeping way, although there

were all the problems that go with a kind of occupying army. Presumably

we were among friends, but it was clear that the reality was quite different

and jU$,t very depressing ..

Q; These GI's you're referring to, were they still quite young, although

they were veterans of fighting in the Pacific?

JB: GHQ and my compatri,ots were generally young people who had not--well, they

were roughly my contemporaries, I suppose many of them younger because I

had a year of eligibility before I was drafted. But we were constantly

in contact with people who had fought up through the island hopping. And

I ca,n remember conversations with marines and others about that whole

bus;tness. But the people I was with, I did not come in as an individual

replacement. I don't remember the exact makeup of the company I was a

part of, but it was a service company and not a combat unit, of course.

Q: How then did you happen to be shipped to Japan?
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JB: Well, the whole GHQ of course moved to Japan as soon as the war ended. I

myself did not go until early November, so there was quite a gap there.

It took them that long to get the whole operation transferred from the

Philippines to Japan.

Q: While you were still in the Philippines, did you have occasion to see

Japanese prisoners of war, how they were treated or were you there when

the war crimes trials began in the Philippines?

JB: Yes, I was an observer at the IGeneral Tomoyuki/ Yamashita trial.

Q: You were?

JB: I sat in on that in a kind of--I didn't know any better and I heard there

was some acti.on down there and I wandered in and then went back because it

was of course terribly depressing but fascinating, just day after day of

te.stimony by :Filipinos and I guess GI t. s • The only thing I remember was

T think it was some nuns from a Catholi.c convent who were testifying

about what the Japanese troops had done to their convent. It was just a

parade of witnesses to the brutality of the whole Japanese occupation and

operation in the Philippines, terribly shocking for a person who of course

hadn "t been in the rest of the war. I was certainly hearing about all of

the gory' details of what was going on. So that was one of the things;

there wasn't very much to do in Hanila when you were off duty. That was

one thing you could do and being a cook, I would run on kind of alternate

shi,:f;ts. I'd be on 12 hours and off 24 or something like that. So I'd

have days free and so I'd go to the trials or I'd wander around Hanila

or I"d hitchhike on a DC3 going up to Baguio from Hanila. You could

hitchhike up on a jeep, just on surface travel, and then from the air

base up there hop a ride with a DC3 coming back down and make a round
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in a day. That was kind of a lark and a fun thing for people who

didn't know anything to do.

Q: I suppose you wouldn't have much occasion to reflect upon courtroom pro

cedures and all that, but do you remember how the prosecutors behaved?

Were there defense attorneys involved in these war crimes trials? What

about the demeanor of Yamashita himself?

JB: I don't have any particular memory of Yamashita except his sitting there.

There was, certainly cross examination going on and I guess it wouldn't be

fair to say that points were being belabored because there was so much

that could be paraded before the court. But they didn't need to belabor

anyone episode. Of course any impression now is bound to be colored by

all the information that I have now which I didn't have then. I didn't

know anything about any of this so that I don't think that my comments

about the trial itself would be particularly relevant to any real assess

ment of what that trial was all about or the way it was conducted.

Q: Did it give you certain feelings about the Japanese so that when you

arrived in November you might have been predisposed to be hostile?

JB: No. I think I can be categorical about that because I was, coming from

the background that I came from and as a CO who had had to defend his

position, I had to defend my position within the military constantly

from the pressure continually to retreat from a CO position. Wherever

you went, any time there was a new situation, you were under pressure to

do something which would compromise you, all in perfectly good faith,

I'm sure, by those who were pressuring you. But I already had enough

personal experience as well as enough kind of societal background to put

what I was hearing in the trial in the context of "This is what war is
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all about." Of course these were hideous things and of course the

Japanese were guilty of it. But you could go from the courtroom to

talk with marines and other GI's who had fought up through and you'd

say, "Well, gee, what I heard in the court.-c.qday." And they'd say,

"Well, you don't think we let them get away with these things, do you?

w~ gave them just as good as they dished out." And these fellows would

be very open about what they had done and the way they'd done it in the

is'land-hopping operations corning up.

was what war did to people.

Q: Did you ever h.ave occasion to see MacArthur go by or hear much talk about

MacArthur while you were in the Philippines?

JB: Not in the Philippines. I don't have any real sense of MacArthur as to

who he was. It wa.s really GHQ there that I was aware of and in a sense

kind of in the eye of the storm when you knew that there was fighting

out beyond Manila but Manila was relatively secure. So we could live

our lives and kind of carryon what we were doing and not really be aware

of MacArthur or these other things. The most dramatic thing, I suppose,

that happened in Manila was the night of August whatever it would have

been, 15th there and 14th elsewhere, all of a sudden to have Manila Bay

light up with the s,earchlights of whatever that was---I don't know

what the fleet was that was there--and realize that--there would have

been rumors, the kinds of rumors we were hearing earlier were a mixture

of "We're ge.tting ready to invade Kyushu" and "There are negotiations for

the end of the war." I have no recollection of even hearing about the

bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. That doesn't mean that I didn't hear

about them, but certainly I don't remember hearing about them. And my guess
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is that nobody at that point knew enough by August 15th. That was less

than a week from Nagasaki and more than a week from the other. So

probably that didn't come into our consciousness. But the kinds of

rumors that were going through GHQ about the invasion of Kyushu were

interesting because they were talking about expectations of 70 to 80

percent casualties on the first wave going in and talk of what a tough

thing this was going to be and how we all had to kind of brace ourselves

for the next round, and that was to be it. So that was the context that

l WaS~~we were there GHQ and therefore there was a lot of flurry and
fairly

kind o!/wild talk but I suppose rumors with some substance to them, too.

But we had no way of knowing how to sort that out.

Q: So that it was a great relief when the news came that the war was over?

JB: Yes. I don't remember any particular kind of--well, there must have

been elation, of course, because it changed the whole context. But I

think for anybody who was in that situation

tied up with immediately the question, "What does this mean for me?

How much longer am I going to be here? And how's that all going to work?"

Since I had not been in combat directly and had been in the military at

that point still less than a year, it woul~ndoubtedlymean that I

wouldn't be one of the early ones to get out, so "What does that mean?"

and then "Are you going to go to Japan? Where are you going to go?

What's going to happen?"

Q: And so you then did go to Japan in November? JB: Yes.

~ Where in Japan were you sent and what were your immediate impressions of

the country and the people?
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JiB.: I was pa.rt of. this transfer of GHQ and we were sent on LST's {Landing

Ship Tank~/ from the Philippines to Yokohama, arrived in Yokohama, I

don't remember the day in November, but we may have been there overnight

because I think it was fairly early on the day that we were then taken

from the port at Yokohama to Tokyo, it turned out to Oberashau,

which was being refitted as an enlisted men's billet. That impression

is very vivid because we were put in the buses and that 20-mile ride

trom Yokohama to Tolanamun would be--you know of course we were all

eyes becaus,e here we were in the midst of the center of what it had

been all about and the overwhelming impression was, first of all, "My,

what a big dump this is! These people have big dumps." Because you

cQuldn't tell when you were in the city and when you weren't and of

cou1;se the whole Tokyo-Yokohama area was still just flat from the March

and May bombings, saturation bombings of early 1945. There would be a

central chimney here and there sticking up but mostly just flat. And

then of course you suddenly realized, "No, this isn't a dump." You'd

s.ee people out puttering around and you'd see a neat pile of bricks

there and something else here. And it was clear that there was human

activity going on, but it was an overwhelming sense of how that area

had just been flattened and there was nothing. That of course isn't

true;if you look at pictures of it, you see that there were buildings

here a.nd there. But when I then over the next few weeks and months

f.ound out how many million people had been in the area and then later

still f,inding that whatever figure you take, somewhere between 100,000

and 200,000 people killed in the raids, you began to get some sense of

what this destruction of the Tokyo-Yokohama area had been.
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Q: What were your responsibilities as a cook?

JB: Within a relatively short time I became first cook on one shift of this

enlisted men's billet in the Oberashau. We had 4,500 people that we

were feeding and again I'd work on a 12- to l4-hour and then be off a

couple of working days. I suppose one of the highlights was to be

res.ponsible for cooking Thanksgiving dinner for 4,500 people in

November 1945. I forget, it was something like 30 or 40 turkeys, you

know. A big deal was made of it because we were going to feed the

troops the way they ought to be fed Thanksgiving Day. So it was gearing

up to do that, to get the Japanese employees because we were already

using a great many Japanese employees. The GI's were basically super-

visory, so I had employees under me working on the shift. So that was

one rather dramatic memory. The other was that within the space of

a short time of the month, it may have even been within two weeks, we

had two suic:i.:des in our company, in our crew there. As I remember it,
top of the

both. of them jumped off the/Dai-Ichi Building, and it was very traumatic

beca,use what are. people doing that for? I didn't know either of these

people personally so that I wasn't personally involved, but I can remember

just being very depressed and kind of concerned about my own sanity in

this context of HWhat is this doing to people?H but not really feeling

that way myself and just wondering HWhat's going on and what's going

to happen?H

I guess the third major thing to say about that early time was

that J veTy quickly, as a result of correspondence, was put in touch

with Japanese Quaker people. And so I was the first American to go

to Sunday meeting, Quaker meeting, in Tokyo with the Japanese Quakers
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after the war. Then there was another person whom I had been in school

with actually who was also in the Medical Corps and had come in another

group to Tokyo who joined me. And the two of us for the next eight or

ten months were regular attenders at the Quaker meeting, which was at

Meta not far from Tao University. And I began then to have a very close

developing relationship with that group, and then it was either late

February or early March I was transferred and given up to another assign

ment~ I~d been promoted to Tech Sergeant and was assigned with another

GI to run a field grade officers' billet in Chinagal,a place known as

the Rara House. It was a private residence commandeered from the man

who was head of Tokyo Gas Company and I take it a member of the Rarake

family from what I can gather. They were a family that had been very

Well"l""to...do, had a fine establishment, including several kura and grotJ.nds

and so forth, jus.t up a couple of stone's throw from Chinagal station.

So I spent the rest of my time in Japan running that field grade officers'

bi'llet.

Q: Could I ask you to make some comparisons between the Gl's in your first

place of work and then the field grade officers? By the time you

arrived it was November. Were the Gl's behaving better in Japan toward

the Japanese than those Gl's had been behaving back in the Philippines

towards the l?ilipinos.?

JB: Certainly taken as a group yes. I think it's right to say that. I may

want to qualify that because when I went out to Hara House, Chinagal was

a center for GI activity. There were cabarets and bars and stuff because

Shibaruda, would it be, was a big engineering and quartermaster depot with
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shipping coming in and outo My memory of that was of the terrible

business going on between black and white GI's, with certain bars being

black and certain bars being white and crossovers and rumbles and knifings.

It was a bad scene and it was kind of on my doorstep. It wasn't involved

in it, of course, because my world was another world. I was getting more

and more involved in the world of Japan through 'the Quaker things. And

I got involved in two kinds of illegal activity. I suppose the Statute

o:t" Limitations has now run out, so it's safe. But one thing that I got

involved in, I had field grade o:t"ficers from at least Navy and Infantry

and I think Air Force. I don't know about Marines. Anyway, it came to

my' ear$ that they were. decommissioning the LST's at Yokosuka, taking

them out a.nd sinking them. And anybody who wanted to could go down and

get s.upplies and equipment and anything and they'd give it to you. So

I req?i:$:itioned what ~ s. called a "s,ix..-body truck" and a jeep and went

dowu,made two or three trips down there, made contact, got written

permiss.ion :C'"r:om the commanding officer and loaded up and brought back

everything :t"rom cornflakes to a mixer to cornstarch. We'd be able to

eat much better than other GI's around Tokyo were eating and some of

the of:t"icers, were very appreciative of this. But there was one Navy

lieutena,nt, no, it cQuldn '. t have been a lieutenant; captain I suppose

it would have been, a :t"ield grade officer, "Where is this stuff coming

from? This smells Navy to me. How are we getting this?" And appar

ently he wa,s going to turn me in and recommend a court-martial for going

and stealing thi.s stu:t"f. This all came to me of course third-hand later

by one of the other officers. But other officers then intervened and said
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"What are you doing, trying to kill the goose

that~s laying the golden eggs? Here we are eating better than we could

possibly eat otherwise. Why don't you leave the guy alone?"

Well, I had Japanese employees there. I of course didn't speak any

Japanese when I arrived but began to pick up some pidgeon Japanese but

obviously needed help. I got two kinds of help, one a Eurasian young man

in his mid-teens, not an orphan but he turned up on the doorstep and I

managed to get him housed. His father, I think, had been the European

and he spoke passable English and could interpret. So he helped on a

regular bas~is, but when I'd get stuck, I'd have some sort of a crisis and
at meeting

tn talking with peopl~/on Sunday I got acquainted with Takhaski Taneko.

And she would come down occasionally when there was a crisis and help

me interpret through the crisis and was just such a wonderful friend

to me in helping me understand what was going on, not just literally

:)'.:nterpreting but interpreting further and obviously I was tremendously

grateful for that.

SQ then I got a weapons carrier from the quartermaster and was able

to get various vitamins and medicine in the supplies that were surplus

and I don ~'t even remember how I found out that they were surplus and got

hold of them. But I would get Taneko and wetd load up a load and take

tt out to Kasim Jogakwin where she was teaching and provide these supplies

for pe~ople. That was a place where they were being distributed to needy

families and to people who had health problems and so forth. And of

cQurse thi,s was. clearly illegal, fraternization with the enemy and where

were we getting the stuff and why was it being distributed free and all
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of that sort of thing. I never did get into any trouble over that, but

that was how I was spending my time really was getting into that sort of

thing and getting a bit acquainted with Japanese society and learning

how to get around on the subways and the trains. I got acquainted with

Shiwea and we'd ride the subway back and forth to Taranymo and so forth.

Q: What was your sense at that time as to what the occupation was all about

in its larger purposes? And what were your feelings about the great man

MacArthur f.rQm where you were?

JB: Well, the first thing to say would be I had no sense of what the occupation

was all ab.out. I was a cog in it, I was becoming interested in Japan as I

waS getting acquainted with it, but I didn"t have anything--another major

event for me at Hara House was that because of the Quaker connections,

when Gordon Bowles came with the Stoddard Mission, he looked me up and

came out and had lunch with me out at Hara House. So I'm sure that from

that I got a bit of insight into it. He probably told me much more than

I remembered and I didn't know enough to know what it all meant. So I

did get that much of a bit of a sense of it, but I can't say that that

penetrated at all. But I suppose two kinds of episodes would illustrate

my' perception of the occupation. One was the black market down in Hibiya

Park where a pack of cigarettes was worth 15 yen which was the current

exchange rate. You got two cartons of cigarettes rations a week and that

meant that was, worth, what, $40, $1 apiece, no $20, 10 packs to a carton,

$20. So cigarettes were the currency for the ordinary GI because every

body' wanted them. All the Japanese wanted them and they were ready and

you"d go and trade them for anything or you'd go and get rid of them at

Hihya Park and take the money and go and get other things elsewhere. Now
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I was as guilty as anybody else of indulging in that sort of thing and

I brought back some things, oh, a set of China, for instance, and some

material that I got at what were then bargain prices at that kind of

an exchange. So anyway, the whole black market and as I would learn

later, you know, as I began to understand what this all meant, that

was the falling apart of Japanese society, the fact that a pack of

cigarettes was money was just illustrative of that whole process that

was going on.

But the other thing was that if you went down around Hibya Park

all the time, you were bound to be aware of the Dai-Ichi Building.

so you always had lines of Japanese lined up to watch MacArthur and bow

at MacArthur as he went to lunch and lines of GI's watching the Japanese

bowing and figuratively thumbing their noses at MacArthur because through

the Stars and Stripes you knew of MacArthur's running battle with the

press. You know, it was "Dugout Doug" was the GI term for him, then

his PR battle with {Admiral Chester w..!-I Nimitz and {Admiral William F..!-I

Halsey' and that whole stance, the pompous, arrogant MacArthur stance was

just written allover what you saw as a GI going around Tokyo. So I

SupP9s,e those were the two maj or sorts of things that I, perceptions

that L had of the occupation.

Q: Was there anything else you wanted to say about the GI's and the Japanese?

You mentioned the cabarets and the bars and the knifings, but was this

violence of GI against GI rather than GI against the Japanese?
That was.

JBr_/The other major episode, a major episode that I was an innocent and

appalled bystander on was that one evening my buddy, who was the other

person, my partner in managing that thing, a group of GI's came in in a
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jeep one night and said, "Hey, let's go out and take a tour around the

town." They had a jeep for the night and I don't know now why I didn't

go with them. I might have but I didn't. He went and in the course of

the evening they got drunk, came upon a hapless Japanese who crossed

their trail in some way and beat him up to the point of death, left him

and went their way. And within a few days my partner was arrested,

court~martialed and soon broken. As far as I know, he was not directly

involved at all, but my introduction to GI justice, to military justice,

was ahsolutely appalling to see how a person--and I might just as well

have been one of those on board. I didn't drink and I wouldn't have

been involved in that. Whether I could have done anything to stop it,

T don '; t have any' idea, but he was not a violent person, not someone who

had been involved in that sort of thing of his own volition, T think.

And he was absolutely helpless and destroyed by that experience. But it

was clear that that sort of thing was happening to Japanese. The Gl's

were doing that. I would not say that I saw that as a pattern that was-

the amazing thing was the fraternization and how kind of in spite of

language, in sp:;i.te. of culture, GI' s and Japanese were getting acquainted

with. each other and finding things to talk about and do together. And

my own experlence only confirmed me in that, though I realized and I know

per:eectly well it wasn't typical. Still everything else that I know now

about the occupation indicates that this kind of love affair beyond

language and culture is something that continues to be an underlying

element in Japanese~American relations.

Q; When did you first hear about Nagasaki and Hiroshima?
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JB: I suppose when I came back and went to college. I was not aware of it.

Of course I must have heard about it, but there--I managed to get to

Kyoto once during my 10 months, but no big thing was being made of it,

I guess, is all I can understand about it.

Q: Nothing much in Stars and Stripes, for example?

JB: Well, at least it didn't dawn on me that it was. That may be just that I

waSil f· t politically aware enough of it. But I certainly have no memory of

that as being an element. I was so impressed with what had happened in

the Tokyo-Yokohama area that I guess I have continued in a scholarly way

to be as. impress.ed with that as I am with the bombs. The bombs are a

special thing and of course must have special attention, but I think

there has been a tendency by both Japanese and Americans to overplay and

single that out as something so special that it distorts, serious and

important as it is.

Q: Would you say by the end of that 10 months that you were very, very

much enamored of Japan or that you had any sense that the rest of your

life might be devoted to becoming and in being a Japan specialist?

JR: No, certainly not in any explicit way. I had made some very good friends

and my Quaker connections meant that both my friends at Hara House--the

Haras I got well acquainted with and they were most cordial. And there

was a church nearby, a Christian church nearby that I went to also and

got acquainted with those people and helped them with some things.

That family I maintained contact with and five years ago, four years ago,

when I was on NHK and was interviewed on

as soon as the broadcast ended there was a phone call
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to NHK and it was the pastor of that church calling to say, "Are you

the Jackson Bailey who was at Hara House?" I guess we had met them

once, hadn~t we, in our time back living in Japan later, but that was

an interesting thing from the past.

But no, I went back and went to college and by the end of my college

time had rediscovered Japan in an academic way and when I was getting

ready to decide what to do after college and thinking about graduate

schpol.,....,..I had majored in history and I suddenly discovered that if you

picked East Asian history, you could pick your century and nobody had

done any research on it whereas if you went into American or European,

the question was whether you could find an unresearched topic, of course

obviously not quite that dramatic but still a wide open field. It

wasn~t difficult then to put the two and two together, the fact that I

wanted to go back to Japan, had those connections that ltd maintained.

We had had a visit in 1948 from Iosawa Iyawao, who was one of the

architects of ICU, within a year or two, had been in the ILO .LInternational

Labor Organizatio~/ in Geneva in the prewar time, a sociologist, a Quaker,

a person who had preserved the Friends Center in Tokyo and its contents

and protected it when the foreign Quakers were gone, a man who had suf

fered quite a bit for his conviction, who was looked upon as a bit

by J'apanese, but a very articulate and very able man. He had come to

Earlham and I had contact with him. .

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II

Kura Maki, whose mother was one of the first women members of the

Upper House of the Diet in the post-war period, came to Earlham as an

undergraduate, did her undergraduate work there and there began to be a
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number of other Japanese come as well. Earlham had been a place of

refuge for Japanese-Americans during World War II as a result of

leadership of the president of the college who had invited young people

from the West Coast relocation camps and there were a number of nisei

who owed their higher education to that opportunity. So that there were

these little things of Earlham relationships that were there, and my

senior history project was to do an annotated bibliography of the Earlham

holdings on East Asia and to find out that there was quite a little but

obviousl:ynot very much compared to other disciplines.

Well, I completed my undergraduate work, went to the University of

Wisconsin and did a master's degree in Far Eastern history under Eugene

Boardman. I took Chinese rather than Japanese because Japanese wasn't

offered. And then by that time I was married and my wife and I then

went together to Japan to work,on a two-year assignment, for the American

Friends Service Committee to develop international student seminars in

work camps and arrived there in the fall,October of 1951. Our first

two children were born in Japan, one two months after we arrived and the

other about two months before we left. Our oldest son was the first

foretgn child born :tn Tao Univers.ity Hospital after the war in a con

verted medical lab because their maternity facilities had all been

destroyed in the war. But we lived in Tayoma Heights, which was one of

the f:trst if not the first post-war public housing projects anywhere in

the country and certainly in Tokyo and as part of that housing project,

the American Friends Service Committee was asked to establish a neighbor

hood center because there were going to be people dumped in there who had

no prior community ties with each other. And the idea was to try to
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develop a community, a sense of community, and that was established in

1949. So it had had two years of development and we were then residents

there :eor the better part of; the year, not quite that long. So this was

our rea.l immersion in Japanese society, and we lived there as the occupa

tion was coming to an end.

Q: T wondered':""--you ca.me back in 1951-.,..what was the change in atmosphere?

What struck you most coming back? Had MacArthur been dismissed at this

point;

JB: No, not yet. We were then=when that happened. The most dramatic thing,

I suppose--well, the context was the thing that impressed me. Thad

been there at the time when everything was flat and the question was,

were you going to have anything to eat? And the next ques.tion was,

anything to put over your head; It was clear now that people had some

thing to eat.. They had something to put over their heads. Still Wano

was full of; refugees and there were still repatriation ships, the

Konine l1;aru, I think it was called, was beginning to ferry people from

Rus.s.i',a back from Siberia. And so during our three years there was a

f;a.ir,-ly steady return of repatriates from the mainland in one way or

another, so we were aware of that. But you could see people were begin

ning tomoye their,- attention from kind of existence, of food, shelter,

survival to, ~IW~ll now, what about s.chooling for the children?" And

our most dramatic introduction to that aspect of Japanese life was among

our fr;tends a.s we got to know them there in Tayoma Heights. One family

whQ were active in the neighborhood center and who also came to the Quaker

me.eting there, their son was--I think it was the entrance exams for high

school rathertha,n junior high. And he had been very sick for a week,
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And two days before the exam the fever had left

but he was so weak he couldn't really walk. And the day before the exam,

tha,t evening before, they came to us and said, "Would you take us and him

to the exam tomorrow?" because we had a vehicle, a weapons carrier. Of

course we were appalled at the idea of the child being taken because he

was' in no condition to do this, but there was no question in his mind or

in theirs but what this was something he had to do. And obviously we

were in no position to make any kind of judgment about that, and we

wanted to be helpful, so we did. Fortunately the story has a happy

ending. He passed the examination and went on and got into Todai and now
a.

~~/very successful scholar and teacher. But the fact that their concern

was this education and that in general those were the kind of lower white

collar people in the Tayoma Heights Housing Project. So we had very in-

teres't:;i.ng contact with them and then through our work with the seminars

and work camps a very interesting contact with people like Mayada Tamun,

Mayada Yolchi and Takagi Yasaka.
and

Quaker work ther2:.1 had become then tutor to the Crown Prince as the

successor to Elizabeth Vining, was our mentor. And certainly we owe our

:;i.ntroduction and training in Japanese culture and society to her. I

followed her around as her assistant for all sorts of introductions and

:;i.n doing the administrative work for the seminars and work camps and

to;!:;" QUr lecture s.eries and people like Okita Savaro who were appearing

as well-known economists and Surushi Ito and Iyasawa was another one of

these people, Mayada Yanahara. That whole coterie of people, many of

whom were very close to Quakers if not Quakers themselves were the circle
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within which we were moving. And then as International Christian

University and International House of Japan were being established, we
and Jane

were in on the periphery of that. Gordon/Bowles and Hugh and Elizabeth

Borton, being Quakers, and the Bowles being family friends of my family,

he and my father were classmates at Earlham. So we were very fortunate

in having entree, I as a very young, beginning-to-be scholar of Japanese

culture, had an opportunity to meet all of these people and develop con-

tacts that ever since have been very valuable to me in all sorts of ways.

And I suppose the most dramatic way in which they've been helpful were in
the

the production of the television series fo!./universities in America where

we really drew on the contacts of that 25-year period but starting ~ibh

thi.s time and just as the occupation was ending.

But you're interested in the occupation. One other connnent I ought

to ma,ke, well, twocom;rnents. We were there of course as the demonstrations

XorMay Day' of 1952 took place, and I can remember going out with a camera.

I still have ptctures of the barriers that were set up and some of the

demons:tra,tiQns and sO forth that were going on for May Day 1952. But then

the dramatic changeover from occupati.on to security forces, which meant

fOr opdi:nary' people who di.dntt know too much really the difference be-

tween oli:ve drab vehicles and black vehicles because they all got face-

ltftings of paint in those few weeks as the changeover was taking place.

You saw jus.t as many cars but they were no longer occupation. They were

securi,ty forces. And the presence of GI"s not in uniform but in civili.an

clothes. So from my perspecti.ve as someone who was an American but not

of, the occupa.t:;ton, I could understand and sympathize with the Japanese
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feeling that really nothing had changed and "We aren't really independent.

What are we to do? How can we operate when we really have no more freedom

than we had before?"

Q: How did you react to the news of MacArthur's dismissal? And how did your

Japanese friends interpret it?

JB: I think ordinary Japanese, the general response,but this really reflects

hindsight, I suppose, was shock, dismay. How could anybody do this to

MacArthur? But my own reaction and the reaction, I think, of the people

with whom I was in contact, because I was in a rather special kind of

s'ituation--Quaker activity had a very special role of mediation and of

acceptance by the Japanese community and by Japanese who otherwise would

be very critical of the United States and of Americans. Certainly my

perception was, this is probably the single most important lesson in

democracy that we have been able to give the Japanese. If we have done

any~hing of significance, here is the capstone of it. Because in the

light of their own history, we are saying, "Yes, the civilian authority

really is over the military and we believe that and we act upon it." Now

that was certainly not the way most Americans even interpreted it. But

I think thoughtful Japanese as they began to think again about this, this

was really a demonstration to them that American democracy did have some

special qualities to it and that these were very worthy of attention. So

that's personal interpretation, but I think I'm not reading just my later

opinion back into it.

Q: Hhen you went back to Japan the Korean War had already broken out.

JB: It was already under way.
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Q: Did that war or its progress in Korea have much effect on your own

activities or the atmosphere in Japan at the end of the occupation?

JB: Not directly but of course we saw the evidences of it everywhere and

the flow of GI's on Rand R {Rest and Recreation/ from Korea and Japan

as a base for that whole operation, I perceived and we in the work I was

doing perceived as a very unhealthy and unnatural sort of thing and

really kind of how tragic for Japan that Japan should be benefiting, the

Korean boom for Japan's economy elicited very--well, to see the kind of

tragedy that WaS going on in Korea doing livery good things for Japan."

For individual Japanese this meant better homes, better clothes. It

meant the beginning of real prosperity and we were aware of that. And

the whole Cold War business was something that we were very much in-

volved in trying to counter, trying to bring Japanese into contact with

Koreans, Americans into contact with Japanese who would have heterodox

opinions', who would not be taking an American foreign policy line that

there was a Conununist under every bed. We were there during

the<McC2I.rthyrpeJ.:"ibClrartdVlretei appal16.d and shocked and what could we say

by way of explanation of McCarthyism to our Japanese friends. So that

whole Cold War climate was something that we found ourselves very much

:,tlt'
upset by and very much concerned about, part~cularly as Americans unable

to support our government's policy and feeling that we must speak forth

with a different kind of voice, that one of our roles was to speak as

Americans who had different opinions and who were not cold warriors, not

that we had answers but that we didn't see that as the right way to go.
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Q: Did the use of Japan for Rand R mean that there were many, many more

GI's and were problems involving GI's and Japanese or GI abuse of Japanese?

JB: I think so. I think that can be documented. I don't have the documents

for it, but 1 think it can be. But certainly observationally that was

the case. There was also, in the aftermath of the occupation or as the

occupation was ending, the people who had been in Japan for a time were

mostly: Gl's who had not been in combat and clearly those people created

more problems. Because here they had been trained to fight, had never

fought and what are you going to do with them? And that meant that it

was: very easy, I felt as 1 observed that, for them to create problems

of tension and violence and conflict with Japanese. They were kind of

spoiling for a fight and they never had a chance in terms of war. That

was unhealthy' and created very serious problems, and I think in those

terms American policy was right in perceiving that the occupation should

end. becaus.e that was just going to get worse.

Q; I'm wondering--you mentioned Gordon Bowles and you mentioned International

Christian University and International House. I know that the beginnings

of rcu date back, to the occupation. I wondered about International House.

Did that go back to the tail end of the occupation, too?

J'B; Yes, it did, although I'm not the person to give you the details on that.

But TV,'m sure by 1951 it was being discussed. I can remember--its first

office was downtown in one of the bank buildings, probably Dai-Ichi but

I"m not sure about that, but down in the Tokyo Marunouchi area. And I

can remember going to the office. That probably was at least 1952. It

might even have been early 1953 before the office was formally opened.
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I'm not sure. We were obviously, being very junior people and not

directly involved, only hearing it second-hand or in contact with Gordon

and Jane. Gordon was teaching at Todai and as family friends we would

visit with them and went fairly regularly to his open house for his

Todai students for discussion and that sort of thing. So we were

included in various activities, both at Todai and as the International

Hous:e thing was- happening and with ICU as well. Of course Esther Rhodes

was verY' actively involved in those things.

Q: Itm just reminded to ask whether you heard much from Esther Rhodes in

thQse days about her work tutoring the Crown Prince? Did she reminisce

about it?

JE; She WQuid make comments. She was very discrete and careful of course

but within the family there would be comments. She obviously enjoyed

it thoroughly, hoth the tutoring of the Empress and the Crown Prince

and others. She had Prince Yoshi as well and found them very responsive

and receptive people. And it was obviously one of the capstones of her

Career wa.s' to take on that function and she had a very deep sense of

obligation and of the possibility of that. I think she couldn't have

been specific about what the potential and possibility of it was but

just feeltng that this was the right thing to be doing and who knows

but it will have some effect and it may be an important effect.

Q; Did she or did anyone at that time ever say anything about the interest

of me~bers of the Imperial Household in Christianity?

.IB: Tlm not aware of it and she was very careful to separate the fact that

she was a Quaker and had been a missionary all her life. She defined
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her role as "educator, tutor," I'm sure would have answered questions.

But my guess is that she was leaning over backwards to be careful about

that, but I really don't know.

Q: How long did you remain in Japan once the occupation was ended?

JB: We came back in September of 1954. I then went to Harvard and I did my

Ph.D. work then.

Q: And so there has been in your life a continuous relationship with Japan?

JB: Yes. We had those three years, another year in 1957/1958 when I was at

Todai in the shakan doing my dissertation and research. Then another

year we took jointly a group of faculty from Earlham and Antioch to Japan
a.

for/summer study experience as we were beginning our program in the Great

Lakes Colleges AS$ociation in the summer of 1962. Then I was on the

staff at the International House of Japan for almost a year in 1963.

Then we were in Kyoto for a year at the

on a Fulbright for research in 1967/1968. I've been back and forth

every' year since 1961 and my wife has been there repeatedly on other

occas.ions.. She was professionally involved as the interpreter for the

television crews, for the television series and so forth. And two of our

children were born there and we were go-betweens for a number of Japanese

couples,. So it's really a second home to us.

~: So in what has been a continuous and smooth flow of relationships, how

do you look back on that period of the occupation? It was rather sig-

nificant in your own life and how would you see it as a significant period

in Ja]panes,e.,-American relations?

JB: Well certainly in my own life the first 10 months were kind of "I don't

know what this all is and I don't know where it's going, but it's fascinating
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and I~m going to learn all I can and who knows what '11 happen?" I was

just a teenager, you know, finding out about the world, but it got hold

of me obviously and in a very openended sort of way prepared the ground

so that when I needed a more focused way of defining what I was going to

do, offered itself professionally. But that experience also then has

been of tremendous value to me in my own teaching in trying to teach

about post-war Japan. To have seen and participated in that situation of

late 1945 to early 1946 gives a certain reality, I think, to what one says

about the occupation and how one interprets it and how one evaluates what

is the nature of the American imp.rint on it and what I would call the kind

of love-hate relationship and the fascination and the lack of understanding

and all those kinds of contrasting things that we all say about Japan.

They have a kind of substance to them as a result of my personal experience

that I have found, I would say, profoundly significant and undergirding the

book learning that I did, that I have done since then. And linguistically

the three years. beginning at the end of the occupation, where we were

liVing and working in a Japanese community doing weekend work camps with

people who spoke no English and just getting absorbed into Japanese

culture gave us linguistic substance that no amount of classroom training

could give. And that also has been profoundly important.

As far as a kind of a larger sense of it all, of course I have a big

gap between the fall of 1946 and the fall of 1951 that I have to learn

vicariously through reading. But I think that I can read that with

more understanding as a result of the experience at both ends than I

would otherwise have. For myself now professionally I suppose the next

thing that I intend to, in a long-range kind of research way, to do is
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to do some research and writing on what I consider to be the post-war

period of 1945 to 1960. I consider the post-war period to have ended

in 1960 with the May and June I thinkccthat/>has not

been sufficiently focused on, so as a historian I want to try to tie

that together in an interpretive way.

Q: SO are you talking about a reperiodization and not just singling out

1945 to 1952 as a discrete period?

JB: I think so.

Q: If one were to talk about continuity and discontinuity and change in

Japan, you would like to put it in a different span of years?

JB: Yes, I think so. I don't think 1952 is going to be very useful to us

except as a minor punctuation mark. Having seen olive drab turn to

black and realized in a kind of gut way that nothing else has changed,

I don't see how we can responsibly say that is the period to look at.

Q; When you do talk to your students and are teaching the post-war period,

do you place great emphasis on the American presence bringing change to

J'apan7

JB: Qh, yes. Yes, I do. I am certainly of the school which would say that

the over".."..! guess the thing that has been best formulated so far I would

say is the thesis of It seems to me that he has done

the bes.t job so far of assessing that experience and seeing it as part of

a la;r;ger continuity_ Now lots of others are building on that and the work

o£ people like Najita in taking the prewar thing and trying to see that

continuity, is, I think, cut from the same cloth in a way and very inter

e.sted tn terms o£ historical interpretation.

Q; I'want to thank you very much. I found it fascinating.

END OF INTERVIEW




